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Non-profits as venture capital in development:

 Difficult to get design right for new financial services.
 Once the product is defined and proven, however, the 

market is huge.
 Non-profits can afford to test the many products that 

won’t work in order to locate the few that do
 Ability to lose money
 Access to social investment funds & grants to absorb fixed costs
 Infrastructure in place on ground provides cheap, novel delivery 

mechanisms
 Knowledge of clients provides ability to judge quality in new 

markets.
 Often recent entrants to provision of financial services and hence 

able to experiment with product design
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The link with CEGA: 
 Product design:

 Use theory and recent research to drive product innovation.
 Find collaborators who can implement, work at scale.

 Profitability research:
 Pricing experiments
 Cost-benefit analysis 
 Client heterogeneity (targeting, credit scoring)

 Client welfare research:
 Difficult and expensive to measure impacts on client welfare.
 Multi-wave surveys, specialized expertise, tracking of non-clients.
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What makes the CEGA approach unique:  
CEGA employs cutting-edge evaluation techniques, 

including randomized controlled trials.  However, we 
also:

 Take advantage of other evaluation strategies:
 Staggered-entry difference in differences.
 Discontinuity designs.
 Instrumental variables estimation.

 Think about moving to scale: 
 What are the issues that will be encountered in full-scale 

implementation that did not arise in a small pilot?
 What kinds of government oversight is needed for market?
 What distortions will arise when people understand program?
 What are the ‘general equlibrium’ effects that will arise at scale?
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Research in action.
 CEGA’s work on financial services for the poor explores 

a variety of strategies around the globe.  However, all of 
our projects have the following in common:
 Concrete, applied product research
 Novel financial services informed by theoretical advances.
 Close collaborations with the implementing partners.
 Use of institutional data where possible.
 Robust research design.

 Taken together, present a key opportunity for catalytic 
funding

1.  Interlinked Micro-insurance in Ethiopia:
 The question:  

 If risk from rain-fed agriculture 
prevents farmers from using 
profitable inputs, can innovative 
financial services trigger a ‘green 
revolution’ in Africa?

 The products:
 Index Insurance: insurance based 

on remote sensing of rainfall, 
temperature

 Interlinking with credit:  repackaged 
to look like a ‘weather contingent 
loan’  

 The collaborators:  
 Nyala Insurance and Dashen Bank
 Alexander Sarris & Ahmed Shukri 

(UN-FAO), Craig McIntosh (UCSD)
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1.  Interlinked Micro-insurance in Ethiopia:

Credit users at 
baseline

Non-credit users at 
baseline

Survey experiment randomized at household level.  For each Kebele:
6 coop households survey only 18 coop household surveys
6 coop households survey + insurance promotion 2 non-coop households
6 coop households survey + promotion + price voucher
2 non-coop households

Control 
(N=40)

Stand-alone Insurance           
(N=40)  

T1a

120 Kebeles selected by Nyala                             
Random assignment 

T1b Cb
Control

T2b

Ca
Control

Interlinked Credit 
& Insurance (N=40)

T2a

Subsidy to price of 
insurance randomized 
at Kebele level
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1.  Interlinked Micro-insurance in Ethiopia:
 The longer-term supply side question: Can the provision 

of index insurance crowd in credit?
 Long history of government ‘amnesties’ on agricultural loans 

when drought occurs.
 This creates huge financial risk for banks, uncertainty pushes 

them out of agricultural lending altogether.
 Microfinance lenders don’t want to make agricultural loans 

because risks within a borrowing group are ‘correlated’

 The answer: Track over the course of time as index 
insurance is switched on in new parts of the country:
 Use institutional data from Dashen, the bank, to track the spatial 

coverage of agricultural lending to see the extent to which they 
expand credit in the places that the insurance will cover them.
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2. Micro-insurance provision in Rural China:

 The collaborators:  
 The People’s Insurance Company of China (PICC)
 Jing Cai, Alain de Janvry, and Elisabeth Sadoulet (UCB)

 The results:
 A 1 Rmb increase in price leads to an 11% decrease in takeup.
 Providing financial education and promoting dissemination of that 

knowledge through social networks is the most cost-effective way 
of enhancing insurance take-up.
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 The question:  
 How can we increase take-up of 

micro-insurance in rural China?

 The product:
 Rice production insurance

3.  Savings Services in Rural Kenya
 The question:  

 Can simply providing access to a 
bank account improve business 
outcomes for entrepreneurs?

 The product:
 An interest-free bank account in a 

village bank with relatively high 
withdrawal fees

 The collaborators:  
 Bumala FSA (Financial Services 

Association), sponsored by K-REP 
Development Agency

 Innovations for Poverty Action
 Pascaline Dupas (UCLA) and 

Jonathan Robinson (UCSC)
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3.  Savings Services in Rural Kenya
 40% of female market vendors 

actively used the accounts
 Gaining access to an account 

enables these women to save 
more, and to reinvest more in their 
business over time

 In turn, this leads to higher 
incomes and higher expenditures 
levels over time

 Also leads to higher ability to cope 
with health shocks (more 
precautionary savings to 
immediately deal with emergency)

 Main mechanism: Women appear 
better able to shield their income 
from others.
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4.  Savings for Guatemalan small-businesspeople:
 The question:  

 Can ‘nudges’ increase savings 
rates among current microfinance 
borrowers?

 The product:
 Allowing microfinance borrowers to 

‘commit’ themselves to monthly 
savings over the two-year loan 
repayment period

 The collaborators:  
 Credito Hipotecario Nacional, 

Guatemala’s largest public-sector 
bank

 Alain de Janvry & Elisabeth 
Sadoulet (UCB), Jesse Atkinson & 
Craig McIntosh (UCSD).
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4.  Savings for Guatemalan small-businesspeople:
 Simply allowing people to suggest a savings contribution (with no penalties 

attached) doubles savings rates.
 Framing a default savings rate of 10% of the loan payment (again with no 

penalties) causes savings to double again, appears to decrease the probability 
that borrowers take subsequent loan.  
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5.  Credit bureaus bolstering microfinance in 
Guatemala: 

 The question: 
 In MF markets absence of collateral means that borrowers may be able 

to hop between lenders, take multiple loans in ways that damage the 
market if lenders don’t share information.

 The product:
 A new credit bureau introduced in Guatemala in 2002 that covers only 

the burgeoning microfinance market.

 The collaborators:  
 Genesis Empresariál (a microfinance agency)
 Crediref (the national credit bureau)
 Alain de Janvry & Elisabeth Sadoulet (UCB), Craig McIntosh (UCSD)
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5.  Credit bureaus bolstering microfinance
 Implementation of the bureau by Genesis decreases repayment 

problems, expands access to credit, and causes an 
‘individualization’ of MF.

 Understanding of the bureau causes a further slight improvement 
in repayment, makes good borrowers seek additional credit.

 Credit bureaus that share group information in MF are as 
effective as individual.
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CEGA projects across the range of services.

 Rainfall index insurance in Ethiopia.
 Weather insurance in China.
 Expanding access to banking in Kenya.
 Experiments in savings products in Guatemala.
 Fortifying credit bureaus in Guatemala.

Many other projects not discussed today:
• Health insurance in India 
• Price and weather insurance for coffee farmers in Guatemala
• Small-business grants & training among ‘vulnerable’ micro-

entrepreneurs in Tanzania 
• Pricing and marketing experiments in the provision of health 

services
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Coming technological possibilities: mobile banking 

Where are things headed from here?
 Mobile phones are creating a fascinating new 

backbone for the deployment of financial services.
 Economic research on effect of mobile phones on 

development kicked off by Robert Jensen (UCLA), the 
‘Digital Provide’.
 Shows that introduction of mobile phones among 

fishermen in Kerala, India leads to:
 Decrease in price dispersion 
 Elimination of spoiling of fish.
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Coming technological possibilities: mobile banking
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Coming technological possibilities: mobile banking

 Now an explosion in the use of mobile phones for 
financial transactions:
 Gcash (Philippines), Mpesa (Kenya) allow texting of money between 

phones using SMS-based systems.
 Kilimo Salama (Kenya) now introducing insurance services where 

payouts are sent directly to clients’ phones via Mpesa.
 Many Microfinance lenders experimenting with ‘branchless banking’; 

disbursing loans and receiving payments through phones.
 ‘G2P’ transfers:  Governments using mobile networks to distribute 

public payments.
 Grameen’s ‘Village Phone’ (Bangladesh, Uganda, Rwanda, 

Cameroon) becomes an IT backbone on which numerous other 
services can be built.
 Google’s ‘AppLab’ experimenting in Uganda.
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6. Using cell phones to promote banking services:
 The question:  

 How can we build mobile banking systems that promote savings?
 Can informal means used (particularly by women) to conceal and 

incentivize savings be reproduced with hi-tech devices?
 Do formalized savings potentially damage informal insurance?

 The product:
 Free distribution of mobile phones that link to savings accounts.
 Randomized saturation of treatment within ‘ROSCAs’.
 A rolling set of savings incentives with different pricing, commitment 

structures, withdrawal rules over the course of 2011.

 The collaborators:  
 Etiselaat, a telcom, Ugen, a software firm, and the Bank of Ceylon.
 Suresh de Mel (University of Peradeniya), Chris Woodruff & Craig 

McIntosh (UCSD) 
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Concluding Points:
 There is a surge in experimentation in the delivery of 

financial services to the poor.
 Good research design is important for understanding:

 Optimal product design
 For the financial institution
 For the clients

 What is the impact of the product on the intended beneficiaries.
 What kinds of supervisory or regulatory institutions need to be in 

place to foster the development of a competitive market that 
works well for the poor?

 CEGA researchers are on the cutting edge of 
collaborative relationships with practitioners that allow  
theoretical advances to be translated into concrete 
products that receive rapid, rigorous field testing.


